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Welcome to the RETNS 
Kids’ Newsletter! 

Earlier this term, the Student Council 
came up with the idea of publishing a 
regular kids’ newsletter. We went around 
to all of the classes and got some great 
suggestions from you all about the type 
of things that you want to read about, 
and we really hope that you enjoy our 
first edition!  

Every term, we will be bringing you the 
latest news, fun and entertainment from 
around the school! If you have any 
jokes, recipes, puzzles or artwork that 
you would like to be included in our next 
edition, please give it to your class   
Student Council representative. 
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Christmas 
Jokes to make 

you LOL!    
Compiled by Toby, 
Bill and George 

 

What does  Santa 
suffer from when 
he gets stuck in 
the chimney? 
 
Claustrophobia! 
————————- 
Why does Santa 
go down the 
chimney? 
 
Because it soots 
him! 
———————— 
 
Who is Santa’s 
favourite singer ? 
 
Elf-is presley ! 
 
————————- 
What do elves 
eat for        
breakfast? 

Snow flakes! 

———————— 

What do monkeys 
sing at        
Christmas? 

Jungle Bells! 

————————
What do you get 
if you cross    
Santa with a 
duck? 

A Christmas 
quack-er! 

————————
Continued on 



  

  

 

This year for Winterfest we are doing….   PETER PAN!!! 

 

In 6th class           In 5th class 

Peter Pan-Toby        Peter Pan— 

      Kaitlyn 

Wendy-Lola            Wendy-Ruby 

Captain Hook-Eibhlín  Tinkerbell- 

      Sabine 

Tinkerbell-Rhian  

Nana—Lauren 

 

In 4th class          In 3rd class 

Peter Pan-Liam       Peter Pan-Jack 

Wendy-Gráinne        Wendy-Hannah 

                      

In 2nd class             In 1st class 

Captain Hook-Rebecca.   They are all 

Smee-Nicholas.                CROCODILES! 

                                 

Senior Infants    Junior infants 

John-Lorcan.          Micheal-Morgan 

Tinker bell-Simone     Faye -Nana 

 

        Sneak peek!! 

We got a chance to see the infants practicing their scene. They are doing the first scene “The Nursery”. So far the infants 
are working on how to get on and off the stage quickly and quietly. 

Now that they are on the stage they are practicing their lines! The fairies are practicing their very cute  poem. “Believe in 
fairies”. They are also singing their lovely song “Oh so quiet”, and they are having a dance party to Shake it Off ! Great 
dancing skills!  

 

AMAZING INFANTS      By Kaitlyn and Eve 

Winterfest  



More 
Christmas 

Jokes! 

—————- 

What do you get 
when you eat 
Christmas deco-
rations? 

 

Tinsel-it is! 

———————— 

 

Wat do you call 
elves who sing? 

 

Wrappers! 

 

———————— 

 

What do elves 
learn in school? 

 

The elfabet!! 

———————— 

 

Thanks to  Jack (3rd Class) for these great   

optical illusions! 



  

  

Jude’s Festive  

Favourites 

 

Favourite Christmas 
Films 

 Santa Claus The 
Movie 1 

 Santa Claus The 
Movie 2 

 Santa Claus The 
Movie 3 

 Elf 

 Arthur Christmas 

 

Favourite Christmas 
Songs 

 All I Want For 
Christmas is You 

 I Saw Mommy Kiss-
ing Santa Claus 

 Grandma Got 
Runover by a Rein-
deer 

 Happy Christmas – 
War is Over 

 Merry Christmas 
Everyone 

 

Thanks to  Laoise (4th  Class) for these puzzles! 



How to make Little Lightning.   
 

Little lightning can be made by creating static electricity. Static electricity is when you have an 
unbalanced electrical charge on the surface or inside an object. The static charge will 
stay until you discharge it… with a little lightning bolt. 

  

Materials:       Sticky tape     Scissors      Polystyrene                Aluminium foil 
dish 

 Instructions: 

1. Depending on how old you are, ask an adult to cut a small piece off your polystyrene 
block. This will become the handle of your foil dish. 

2. Use sticky tape to attach the handle to the middle of your foil dish. 

3. Rub the remaining polystyrene block on your hair until your hair is being attracted to 
it. You have just transferred the weakly bound electrons from your hair into the 
polystyrene block and now it is slightly negatively charged. 

4. Place your polystyrene block on the table, rubbed side facing upwards. 

5. Lift your foil dish up by the handle that you made out of some of your polystyrene 
earlier.. Hold it about 50 cm above the rest of your polystyrene block and let it 
drop onto it. 

6. Now, slowly touch the foil dish with your finger. Did you feel it ? Some of the free 
electron in the metal tray tried to get as far away from the electrons on the poly-
styrene block as possible. The easiest way was straight through your finger! 

7. Now lift up the foil dish by the handle again. Touch the  tray again. This time, it is 
relatively positively charged. It needs more electrons to become neutral again so it 
attracts them from your hand and you get another static shock!  

8. Repeat the process. If it runs out, you can rub the polystyrene block on your hair 
again to create more static. 

9. Now try it in the dark-can you see your lightning? If you like, you can try film it 
and send a clip to the kidsblog? They would love to see it! 

10. 

CAUTION!!!  

Do not use glue as it may cause the polystyrene to break down and holy cow, it smells!  

Always use the handle to move the foil dish, do not touch the tray with your fingers 
unless doing the experiment   properly. The aluminum contains free electrons [negative 
charge] which will flow away from anything that has a negative charge. 

 

By Abbie O’Neill (information source: Aquila science magazine        
November issue) 
 



  

  

TOP 5 THINGS TO KEEP YOU    

COSY THIS WINTER!!!!!!!!!! 

 
1. Make sure to stock up on hot chocolate ingredients! 

2. You`ll need to get a few pairs of fluffy sock to get through  this win-

ter! 

3. Get a onesie because you`ll be spending a lot of time in it! 

4. Scented smelling candles are a must-have! 

5. A good quality hot water bottle will keep your feet toasty! 

 

 

         

                        by Ruby and Tori 5th 





  

  



                                       What is happening in the North 

Pole? 

                    4/12/17 

                                         Monday 

Today at the North Pole the Elves were working on the toys.  Santa was going to 
pick an elf to go with him on his big journey around the world but the elves where 
not going to know who got picked until Wednesday.  

                                           5/12/17 

                                          Tuesday   

Today Mrs Claus was taking over the kitchen she ordered everyone out because 
she was making gingerbread cookies with her secret    recipe. Even Santa doesn’t 
know it. 

                                          6/12/17 

                                         Wednesday      

Today was a big day for the Elves because Santa was going to pick an Elf for his 
big journey around the world. They had to answer some questions about the loca-
tion of some of the countries. Elf Norman was quite sure that American was be-
side Ireland. So Santa decided that Norman would be best to work at home.  
And the winner is Evie. 

                                                      7/12/17 

                                         Thursday      

Today everyone was celebrating Evie’s win. They ate the cookies that Mrs Claus 
made and no wonder it was a secret recipe……….. they were delicious! 

 

Over and out from the North Pole! 

By elf Leo in 6th Class 



Welcome to the interview page! in this edition of the 

school newsletter we interviewed  Ronan, the 6th Class 

teacher. 

 

Q 1. What do you spend your time outside of school doing?/ What are your hobbies? 

A: Well I play soccer 3 times a week, for Terenure college FC. I also play golf at 

Stackstown golf club. I enter golf competitions. The last golf open I played was back in 

November against the other members of the club and came in the top 10 against 50 

people. 

 

Q 2. How different do you find the school routine with Winterfest practice? 

A: It’s very different because lots of time is used but its good to see everyone’s talents!!!! 

Everybody is really excited for the big performances. 

  

Q 3. How different do you find school in Ireland compared to Dubai? 

A: Well, in Dubai school starts at 7am  and the drive is 40 minutes to the school but it is 

cool because you drive through camel farms and deserts. It is much hotter in Dubai as 

well. School ends at 1pm in Dubai to avoid the hottest part of the day. School is 6 hours 

but it finishes much earlier and leaves more of the day to relax. There was no after 

school activities because of the heat.  

Well that’s our interview hope you enjoyed reading a little bit about 

Ronan’s life. Be sure to read everything else in the Newsletter!! 

BYYYYEEEEE :)  

By Caoimhe and Lola, 6th Class 



Art Attack! 

We hope you enjoyed the first edition of the new Kids’ 
Newsletter! To be in with a chance of appearing in our 
spring edition, please give your article to the Student 
Council representative for your class, and don’t forget to 
label it with your name and class. 

Have a lovely winter break everybody, see you in 2018!  

 

Thanks  to Anna—Mae 
in 1st Class for these 

great  drawings!  


